
Not BUK-M1: new video proof 

Few hours after flight Malaysian MH17 crashed into the fields in Grabovo this 
photo appeared in the blogosphere claimed to be the contrail of the Buk-M1 
missile that shot it down: 

 

 
 

People not convinced about the authenticity of the photo where dismissed as 
‘Russian trolls’. Dutch journalist of the year Olaf Koens interviewed the man 

who made the photo and RTL Nieuws showed a new photo (copy). That was 
December 22, five month’s after the first photo. 

Now I will present a video that shows the same event from the opposite side 

which geolocated looks like this on a map 

https://start7mei.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/21.jpg


 
 
The video is most probably made with a mobile phone after the stunned 

owner saw a missile launch less than 3000 meters away. To understand 
what you have to look for here’s a still made at 5 seconds of the video. 

 

 
 

Here the video 
 

 

https://vimeo.com/115620221


 
It was a Grad bm21 launch? 

In an information war all claims have to be verified very carefully and as a 
rule of thumb my strategy is: everybody is lying until proven not guilty. 
 

 
 
The video is taken at a small water. Between the red lines I think the 

missiles moved roughly in the direction of Torez. The launch sites of various 
Grad bm21 missile complexes is in the green zone of following map and 

after watching the video several times the “Buk M1″ shot was the unit most 
to the left side. 

 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/@47.9379311,38.8083794,1239m/data=%213m1%211e3


 
 

 
The original video can be watched at the youtube channel of Euromaidan 

here. Since interesting content all the time seems to miraculously disappear 
on the internet here is a screenshot: 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
The video was uploaded July 16, one day before MH17 crashed. Euromaidan 

claims it shows a salvo fired from Russian territory. Do you notice the nice 
weather and clear sky? 

 

 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lik4CmltOhM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lik4CmltOhM


 
Situational awareness: heavy fighting in the region. 

Thank you so much Saker for this information: 

“July 16, 2014 – Situation Report from the Area of the “Southern Cauldron” 

In the course of the day the columns of Ukrainian military equipment and 
infantry continuing their flight across the Russian border from the east to the 

west – through the village of Kozhevnya, then on to Novopetrovskoye, 
Grigorovka and, finally, to Amvrosievka. The Militia’s artilley is conducting 

periodic strikes against the enemy forces using all available calibre’s. 
NazGuard’s attempt to conduct yet another assault against Saur-Mogila was 
answered with a massive artillery shelling, following which the Ukrainian 

forces continued their retreat.” 

Witness needs to be interrogated 

It would be very interesting to listen to the explanation of the SBU presented 

witness how he heard two explosions, went to his balcony, picked up his 
camera and made only two photos of an event that happened a day earlier 
than he claims? 

He also claims he made a third photo about 5 minutes after the other two. 

 
 

http://vineyardsaker.blogspot.com/2014/07/igor-strelkov-and-militia-briefings_17.html


He had to go from his balcony to the other side of the apartment to make 
this photo of the MH17 crash fire. Was it really the same day? 

Since the witness seems to have had a professional 4928 x 3264 pixel 
capable camera I cannot explain why he wasn’t able to put his tripod in a 
horizontal position. If you look at his photo you see the horizon tilting 

downwards to the left side. I marked it with red lines. In reality the 
landscape is almost horizontal, tilting very slightly downwards to the right. I 

marked that with green lines. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Maybe the person who interviewed him has answers? I already asked him 
five other questions. As a simple blogger I specifically want to leave open 

the possibility that none of my information is relevant and I got it all wrong. 
I don’t mind, as long as the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth 

will prevail. 

http://joostniemoller.nl/2014/12/vijf-vragen-aan-olaf-koens-van-rtlnieuws/


Maybe at the Ukrainian Secret Service Headquarters in Kiev they have all 
the plausible explanations. 

 
 

 
Final note 

British State Television ordered youtube to delete a video on my channel. I 

thought it was rather informative and posted it on Vimeo. You can never 
have too many eyewitness testimonials. They are a powerful tool to check 
and counter check claims of individuals with a hidden agenda. 

It’s what my math teacher Mr. Elfrink during math class told me when I was 
the only one asking for explanation: “One is None.” 

 

 
 

 

https://vimeo.com/111325917


Not BUK-M1 Part II 

January 1, 2015 

 
We will visualize what was explained in Part I but still urge you to read it 

because it contains much more information about the MH17 case not 
repeated here. 

 
 

So far only one eyewitness has come forward in public (anonymously) 
claiming he saw the plume of the BUK missile that hit MH17 and made a 
photo of it (upper right corner). 

We built a 3d model with Google Earth based on available data to get a 
bird’s eye view from any perspective. The yellow pin is the position of the 

flat of the photographer. White is the line of sight from the flat to the plume. 
The red lines will be explained later as they become relevant. Looks quite 

similar to the presented witness photo, not? 
 

http://7mei.nl/not-buk-m1-new-video-proof/


 
 
 

Now we start flying as a bird in the direction of the plume. In the right hand 
lower corner you can read our altitude and GPS position. The yellow line in 

the distance is the Russian border. 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 



We fly even closer. 
 

 
 
We leave the plume behind us and fly further in the direction of the Russian 

border. There is a tiny lake which we mark ‘video spot’. 
 

 
 
We make a turn to the left, gain altitude and keep turning until we can 

watch the plume along the line of sight again. But now from the opposite 
direction of the photographers flat which we can see in the distance just left 
of the plume. 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/@47.9379311,38.8083794,1239m/data=%213m1%211e3


 
 
We fly closer to the video spot. Now let’s watch the video at 5 seconds 

Here’s nine stills from the video: 
 

https://vimeo.com/115620221








 
 

 
 



This video clearly shows a barrage of Grad BM-21 missiles. They come in 
different size and intensity, based on the number of missiles loaded and the 

amount of mobile units used. 

 
The photo of the witness does not show the launch of a BUK-M1 

missile on July 17th but the first shot of a ground-to-ground missile 
system fired July 16th. 

 

With just this video and a photo taken from more than 12Km it is not 
possible to establish the position exactly. Probably it is slightly closer to the 

video spot such as the dark grey plume, thus further from the flat? This 
seems irrelevant, but it is not as you will read in Part III. 

Now the red lines explained. This is the direction in which the missiles are 

fired. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

https://www.google.com/search?q=Grad+BM-21&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8#q=Grad+BM-21&tbm=vid


Watching the plume from the flat, more than 12.3 Km away. 
 

 
 
This is how the first five seconds of the video look like from the perspective 

of the photographer. And then hell breaks loose. 
 

 
 
The photo and the video at five seconds are a frozen moment of one 

and the same event that happened on a sunny day, July 16th 2014. 
That is one day before MH17 crashed. July 17th was a cloudy day. 
Important to understand: Grad can never hit a passenger airliner 

unless the latter is parked on the ground at some airport. 



Part II 

The witness insists the photo is made July 17th 

Let’s look more precisely at the picture again. The entire terrain seems to be 

bathing in light. Exactly the weather circumstances in the area on July 16. 

 
 
Strategic relevance 

The view from the balconies of the higher apartments is strategically 

significant because it is in viewing range of Saur Mogila, the highest point of  
Donetsk and theatre of continuous heavy shelling during the summer of 

2014. 

Five month’s of silence 
 

December 22, five month’s after the crash, a second photo is released. 
Witness claims he made this photo shortly after the first. With the 

information you have now, it is obvious he is lying through his teeth, but 
let’s just follow his story. Some time after he made the second photo he 
went to the other side of the apartment and made a photo of the MH17 

crash site. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFH-lCucNMc


 
 
Dutch journalist Olaf Koens and the anonymous witness. 

 

 
 

There is a 3.6Mb version of this photo. 

https://start7mei.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/second-buk-trail-photo.jpg


Before discussing the second photo we take a quick look at the flat. 

We have reasons to believe it is exactly the flat in the red circle. 

Ukraine@war blog thinks it is within the green circle. 

 
 
A Buk-M1 on its way to MH17 must have flown close to the zenith of 

the flat. 

The trajectory looks like this from an altitude of about 20Km on a day 
without clouds. 

Explosions and shaking windows 

Witness claims he heard two explosions at 16:20. The first one was not so 

loud, but about 15 seconds later a second explosion made all the windows 
shake. He went to his balcony and wanted to know what caused the 

explosion. He looked around but saw nothing. He then noticed the plume 
rising from the horizon into the clouds and photographed it. Few minutes 

later he takes another photo at the other side of the apartment. This time of 
the MH17 crash site. 

http://ukraineatwar.blogspot.com/2014/07/launch-location-detected-of-missile.html


 
 
Situational awareness 

Large amounts of video footage showing smoke column at crash site. Here is 

a video made just a few blocks from the flat. We watched many other clips 
and not one of them showed openings in the cloud layer.  This particular 

video was taken overlooking the sky above the crash site and the 
photographers flat. Just as the witness, many of these video makers must 

have heard two explosions five minutes before they could film the fire at the 
crash site in the distance. Yet not one of them filmed a plume although 
many were on their balconies as the witness has declared? 

We checked every frame in the first video and couldn’t find any shadows. It 
is for experts to decide if the striking differences between the video and the 

first photo can be explained due to the five minutes time difference, color 
balancing, manipulation of the first photo with Photoshop, or that the only 

conclusion is: same place, different day as we have already proven. 

Let us think about those people again at the lake near Stepanovka who took 
the video of the Grad barrage a day earlier. They started filming 

immediately, uploaded to youtube and Euromaidan picked it up and 
published it the same day! And that location is much much closer to the 

firing range than the flat where the witness was. 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJt_jbqZD8Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJt_jbqZD8Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTCulEzHQh4


One day after the Grad barrage a BUK supposedly was launched in the 
vicinity, but nobody in the surrounding villages filmed or photographed the 

contrail that must have been very distinct, was visible for about ten minutes 
and went together with incredible noise. It is simply impossible this would be 

noticed only by one anonymous guy more than 12 kilometers away. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_V2ms96fato


While typing the word ‘Stepanovka’ I remember watching a video a few days 
ago which is probably footage filmed with a drone and shows the surreal and 

heartbreaking situation of the village in December 2014. 
 

 
 
 

 
Conclusions 

1) Photo one was taken on July 16, not July 17 

2) On July 17 no BUK-M1 was fired from the pointed location 
3) Photo two was not taken on the same day as photo one 

4) Witness is not making a mistake, he is deliberately lying 

In Part III we will discuss: 

- timeline 
– launch site 

– photo’s 
– smoke plume analysis 

But first, photo Forensics 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5F_wOm8OCs


MH17 – Photo forensics – BUK-M1  
 

January 1, 2015 

Dutch RTL Nieuws channel on December 22nd last year allegedly presented 
new evidence Malaysian Airlines MH17 was shot down by a BUK-M1 missile 
stationed in rebel controlled territory. In our analyses Not BUK-M1 Part I and 

Part II we disclosed overwhelming and irrefutable evidence the interviewed 
witness lied. We delivered proof that, contrary to what witness claimed: 

1) First photo was taken on July 16, not July 17 

2) On July 17 no BUK-M1 was fired from the pointed location 
3) Photo two was not taken on the same day as photo one 

4) Witness is not making a mistake, he is deliberately lying 

Closer look at the photos 

 
 

http://7mei.nl/not-buk-m1-new-video-proof/
http://7mei.nl/not-buk-m1-part-ii/


 
 
Numbers Game 

Each digital photo in essence can be reduced to numbers. Numbers specify 
certain specifications. By ‘right clicking’ an image you can choose 
‘properties’. We did this for both photo’s the witness presented. The results 

plotted in a table look like this: 
 

 

 

From these numbers we can deduct following information: 

Standard aspect ratio of camera’s have rat io 4:3 or 16:9. These are 
specifications of a fancy camera. 

A search on internet makes us choose the Nikon D7100 as most probable 

candidate. Photos might have been made by a similar camera from another 



brand too, which would lead to the same results in our analysis. By clicking 
the camera image technical specifications will appear. 

 
 

 
 

Most camera’s nowadays also have video capability and this Nikon is no 
exception. Here a review about video capabilities. 

http://www.imaging-resource.com/PRODS/nikon-d7100/nikon-d7100VIDEO.HTM
http://kiyas.la/en/digital-camera/Nikon-D7100/TechnicalSpecs/2564


Looking at our table again we notice most probably the first photo in reality 
is not a photo, but a frame from a video. Let’s look at Photo once again: 

 

Let’s zoom in and watch: 
 

 
 
Even at maximum zoom we can still clearly recognize even the cables of the 
mast. 

Now, the much larger at ‘dimension’ and  bytes’ second photo that was 
presented as ‘new evidence’ by RTL Nieuws and supposedly was taken 
moments after ‘photo’ one….. 



 

 
 

It is no surprise for us. 

Prediction made by the Belling Mouse social media research group: 

1) The second photo was taken on a cloudy day later than July 16 

2) The contrail of the Grad BM21 missile was Photoshopped into the 
second image. 
3) Part of the contrail is missing due to the different zoom factor. 

4) Missing part of the contrail in second photo is ‘doctored’. 
5) The ‘truth seeker’ and his team had 4 month’s to arrange this. 

6) However, to make detection of the fraud impossible even by the 
best experts, the image needed to be blurred. 

We are open for other explanations as long as the truth, the whole truth and 

nothing but the truth will prevail in case MH17. 

 

 

 


